Selected Positive YOUTUBE COMMENTS
for ELISABETH FIRESTONE/BESTNARRATOR.COM
BOSNIAN PYRAMID
Calvin Zundel
Omg! I love this narrator, she is the very best on u tube hands down. I could listen to her
read the friggin alphabet!!
Denise Martinez
My favorite narrator. You always make what I'm watching so much more interesting.
❤
FantasyMindedMan
I love this Narrator so much, She is so amazing, And very easy to understand, I have
ASD and her voice makes my world so much more colorful and understandable. . .
Onno Ede
Great voice and breathtaking documentary
Zoroaster
Very well done. Best one I've seen.
Thad Dunkin
I LOVE her voice, so..... sultry yet concise.
Rocco Percich
Best video ever about Bosnian Pyramids, Thank You
Odis Jones
Not enough people are seeing this video
Samir K
Thank you very much for creating ..such a beautiful and insightful video... Superb narration.
Joshua chhakchhuak
hearing your voice heals me
Kirk Blumers
Brilliantly executed and superbly researched and delivered. Thank you
freshlystealthy45
I love her voice... She makes watching the video much more pleasing!
COVERT WEATHER MODIFICATION
Aviencloud
This channel deserves having 1M subs, all her videos are full with so much knowledge and
details. . . .
f4rt
Difficult to hear and hard to learn . . beautifully and heart-breakingly well written and narrated
so perfectly.

palmtreeleebythesea
What a great story teller you are. I love your loving and honest voice . . . . Your videos
are amazingly good with a truly sharing voice for the good of all. Best, Lee
Rep Tille
Thank you for your work. I gather my friends and watch your clips.=
Lonnie Gordon
One of the best presentations of this subject I have seen. Clear and concise. Thank you
so much for making a video I can share with friends. I share Dane’s broadcasts every week but
this is different, and very much appreciated.
Wilbert Rosero
This is pure enlightenment to me, . . .
Andrew Miranda
Yeah this voice is a lot better. Now your channel is 10/10 type of quality
Zero Geez
Best quote at 35:45 "Labeling something as a conspiracy can be a powerful form of
propaganda, which creates confusion and distrust of the truth." . . .Brilliantly assembled video
YH
Congratulations. The best I’ve seen on the subject ever! (the voice & tone of the
narrator makes it perfect.) thank you
Chemical Winter
Thank you so much for helping get this out to so many more ppl. Ur explanations and narration
are very good.
Rusty Scott
I've been watching this subject for a couple of years now, and yet I learned a few new things
from this video. Thank you for posting this and excellent job, very well put together!!!
Nancy Newman
Excellent idea to have a calm, female voice narrating this film. Much easier to assimilate
disturbing info this way.
stephan dreamweaver
your voice and precise information is perfect!!! finally TRUTH!
Gee MeeL
Wow MIND-BLOWING... very well explained and greatly presented. Thank you for
making this also audible for non-native speakers!! (in terms of the pace of speaking!)
Dylan Cla
I've been studying this subject for years . . .this vid was well done, as usual, from you. This will
be added to my educational vid to show others absolutely great work!!
mazen Daouk
this is the best video I've seen on the subject. absolutely great. good job.

Patrickak2013
Best video to see, it’s about time to wake up more people. . . .love this voice.
Annette Iowa
Just shared on Twitter! Thank you!!!!!
Najib Ali
When I watch this channels video, I wonder how and where they get all the information from?
I would like to know how they dig out so much information - and so relevant
Leiah Solfeggio
Brilliant video explaining this phenomena.. One every man, woman and child should take a look
at.
cc cc
Excellent Vid!!

Very clear and concise...if you don't get it watching this, then you never will.

valerie Henry
Thank you for making an easy to understand video out of such a complex topic.
Graeme Glendinning
prefer THIS voice
290
SIMULATION
Mustafa Bohari
. . . Though this topic is not new to me but aggregation and conclusions of various and vast
materials you bring so nicely in few min video is amazing and i can only imagine work u/ur team
puts in doing this...THANKS!
Loren Tolley
This was so cool. I really love your voice. Thank you very much for this video. And all of the
work you put into it.
Pranjal Chauhan
This video really left me shook! in a good way, maybe!
Malaclypsis
The voice of the narrator of this channel is ASMR to my ears,...
Bruce Burns
I love Lisa Firestone's Voice and this was a fabulous video!!
Mike Treker
Excellent and the narrator has such a wonderful voice.
Sunil Gangar
perfectly explained...

Brooklyn Sanchez
Needless to say more...it is all well explained by your channel...so deeply informative...
AK
Excellent explanation
Geoffrey Stephens
Like ... Love
Meryl Umbrete
I was like.. yadah yadah yadah... not true…. until you sang... Can't believe I got goosebumps!.
I'm not allowing, but my goosebumps betrayed me! Now I am thinking!
agdishwar rao
Just Wow.... Awesome and a factual journey of reality, explained very well by you dear UIY
Team and definitely a very Warm and Soothing voice as well by you dear madam!!!
randy moyan
Whomever sang this version of row row row your boat has one beautiful voice.
Carlos Delrio
I am totally in love with your voice!! The best!!!
basu chetri
God bless these writers.
Golam Kibria
The video .. enlisted to my favorite list!
RUINS ON MARS
fr3@kb!+¢h
you need to get this voice lady back full time.. none of your other narrators have
game.
Christine Lamin
Wonderful narration......other channels please take note!
306
Tracy J. Swanson
I want to hire this narrator to read me a story every night for the rest of my life. 136
likes
Paul King
What a great narrator, light years better than robonarration.
550
Zekistential
Sigourney Weaver, is that you?
Batphink Reynolds
What a lovely voice this lady has, so soothing I actually fell asleep for about 10 mins and had to
rewind lol. Very good clip

Raven Reda
Phenomenal!...BRAVO!

SO WELL-DONE......TRUTH!!!...

SM
Best part of every video: the intro
CJ
Is there a LOVE button because this was awesome !!
neal ruth
Wonderful narration. calming voice . . .
- Oiduakni Great video! And your narration is awesome. I appreciated your interpretation of the dialogue. :)
Sunny Day
The narrator sounds like Gates McFadden from Star Trek Next Generation. . .
Anthony Wolff
She speaks perfectly, such a pleasure to listen to
161
Kevin Gordon
12:17....mind BLOWN!!! . . .UIY: best show on YouTube.
Piscean X
This was one of the best documentaries on Mars I have ever seen!
Keith Naylor
Interesting mystery. You may not believe what may be the truth, BUT, one thing is certain the narration by E Firestone (is that a real name?) is brilliant - clear, words paused
and stressed in all the right places and importantly, NOT rushed. This should be the
voice heard on all informative videos and documentaries!
MotorcycleMan
Love this narrator’s voice. Sexy, smooth and helps me get to sleep at night.
25
Biker Bytes
Your voice is so beautiful. I’m hypnotised.
StreetFighter2010
Is that Sigourney Weaver talking???
Greasy Limpet
Very well narrated, no mistakes, and an easy voice to listen to. Thank you.
Bob Walker
It was perfect.
SeekoGT
BRAVO! Thank you for this. Subscribed.
108

Ryan Peters
The narrators voice is perfect.
Paintsips
Narrator reminds me of the voice from the "infos" in fantastic planet
Andrea McClure
I love this woman who narrates this and other videos I’ve watched! . . .
48
Joe R
That voice could make you believe anything.
Anthony Pascale
Amazing video I shared the video with 1391 of my contacts! Keep up the investigative work
Porl Smith
Marvelous documentary. HG Wells must be spinning in his grave.
BlessedYouth
The best documentary (I've seen quite a few now) on Cydonia, thought provoking, a
must watch!
Linc Merc
This is the best, most logical, most intriguing, hypothesizingly informative, historical,
factual and rational short documentary I've ever seen.
C. Bass
Is it possible fall in love with a voice??
Chantel Wensley
I love your voice
Darren OConnell
Brilliant video! Well researched!
Chefmasterkaga
. . . This lady's voice is top notch.

I wish she could read me bedtime stories.

sharry hope
Incredible video and audio. This is a prime example of what YouTube videos should look
and sound like. Thanks for the tremendous professional effort you put into making this
video.
Anthony Wolff
She speaks perfectly, such a pleasure to listen to
161 LIKES
Code blue 68
Kinda similar to Sigourney Weaver.

Philo16 61
Excellent presentation! Thank you!
Yusak Darongke
I’m here for the voice..very relaxing..
Escape Reality
I love that you actually share FACTS!!! . .. not like these crazy other channels!!!!
Jim Barrett
This is one of the best videos I've seen produced on YouTube. A great pleasant voice
giving a simple easy paced guide throughout the entire film. No annoying music or
sounds, just a great production. Very well presented! I wish more filmmakers would learn from
this one and follow suit.
Aerial Horizon RC
Her voice sound like the narrator you hear on PBS station about science, Astronomy or
ancient history.
Mark Edwards
Very nice presentation. The associations are very well explained. . . ."There are none so blind as
those who will not see !"
TESLA
Charles Moore
I've seen quite a few videos on YouTube about Nikola Tesla but this one by far is my
favorite! I must also admit that the voice of the narrator speaks with the most
pleasurable of frequencies. I always look forward to her uploads!
Aussie T-Sweet
Wow. Video of the YEAR!!

What amazing revelations!!!

Jon Bojsen Kværndrup
Nice voice :) - the way she says "just hit the bell button" at the end gave me goosebumps...
andy m
great vid . ive been banging on about tesla for many years to all who suffer my presence but
I’m loving this truly beautiful soothing female voice! we would all be occupying other
planets by now if she taught science in high schools, totally beautifully delivered !
many thanks!
Carol Drazek
It touched me inside. Thanks for creating this great video!
John Stringer
Enjoyed learning about the far reaching impact of Tesla... quite beyond what I knew.
Great job!
Chuck Dank
Adding to many similar comments: Superb narration. Content and script, especially the
long quotes, so beautifully conveyed

R Mak
Powerful
William Self
Best Video, Really good to Know..
Nevena Ružičić
Fantastic documentary! :)
ORGONE
pilou princesa
It is well documented and pleasant to hear video. Thank God w. Reich is revindicated!! . . .
Could you subtitle the video for different languages …?
Fitivalevale,Jeddy,JR Maile
O my that was so touching!!! Just beautiful beyond measure!!!
Justine Javines
I love the voice of the narrator!
Jordan brooks
Mindblowing and Heartbreaking
Inka Be
Fascinating what great information!! . . .
Del Monte BC
wow, i feel good after watching this. ..
MULTIVERSE
Robert Barrios
The narrator's voice and vision is nothing short from perfection. Thank you
enu de guise
what ever the subject matter , that voice is always confident and attractive
Daniel Escanaba
Fascinating presentation. Well done.
Pratap khandekar
It took a year to get this knowledge ..but you explained it in 20 min, 1 video
Great, awesome
Amko Grey
I LOVE THIS DAMN CHANNEL!!! Bless you kind voice lady behind the videos. So calming
listening to her
StreamWARE
This was soooo good,

Kevin Gordon
FANTASTIC EPISODE. . . .I love the way that UIY explains it in detail. Every time I watch
these shows I learn something incredible and I look forward to the next episode.
Kyla Crush
Did Universe Inside you just makes Physics Sexy?

I think so!!

This Video was so Beautiful!! . . .. Also to explain the multiverse theory in simplified
layman’s terms . . . was just incredibly well done... Especially when detailing the exact
definition of string theory while seamlessly breaking down the particles of an atom
Jordan Kirwin
. . . Your speaking voice is so great, thank you!!!
Leon Stark WR YT
MINDBLOWING! The theories, the voice and speech, the Background music, the visualization,
the whole video perfect!
laroccam
Great job Elisabeth, as always!
Madame Raven
Some just told me you sound like me. Or I sound like you. either way, I don't think so, I think
you sound better, which would be why you have a much bigger channel.. Wonderful channel
you have, Subbed.
BennyB5555
Narrator sounds a bit like Brenda Strong! The inflection of the narrators voice is quite calming.
Suha Canaan
It's just wonderful and easy to follow and comprehend; thank you very much!
organic mechanic
your videos are so well done! the voice is easy to listen to imo
Cynthia Young
Amazing information, thank you.
Anonymous Of God
your sweet voice....how you think...and im sure that you are a sexy lady but you are our mother
because of your Brain...love you and keep it up
Andy Seed
The narration on the video is brilliant. One of my favorite channels..
Monica Richard
I just love her voice helps me relax
Nicole *
I love this narrator!!
Chaos Theory Splinter Cell
WOW

nicky Watson
Very very good Video
Christine Davis
I have Nothing more to say about this Video except Wow One of the Best
William vincent
This just blew my mind in at least 50 different realities. BEST EXPLANATION OF THIS
THEORY, THUS FAR. WELL DONE
aliens predators
Good work. You are doing the best work in the milky way galaxy.
MOON PT 2
RonRay
Elisabeth Firestone, the most enjoyable and articulate voice in the English language...
possibly ALL languages.
Nada
Articulate with a dulcet voice I love this channel. Great work!
Carlos Delrio
I am totally in love with the voice!! I wish I knew her!! OMG!! =)
Merva Ebeid
I love this woman’s voice!!! Such great content
Anna Nicole
Very compelling! Are you by chance the voice of Jean Aul's “Earth children” series audiobooks???
...☺
Saara Seegulam
Lisa your voice is the most soothing and perfect for this narration.
stay happy
Love this channel so much.... the lady with best voice on YouTube .
MOON PART 1
IIIlIIIIIlIII
I'm just at work listening to audio of this video and what she said at the end gave me
goosebumps and froze for a moment. Great video!
Dominique Z
Y'all chose a great voice actor.

Melody
It is certainly worth considering after this video !
S. Rodgers
Thank you Ms. Firestone... I love your voice and narration
freshlystealthy45
I love her voice and the way she speaks with expression!!!
Max MJ
Impressively narrated.
Yubraj Shahi
I can listen to this narrator 24/7 356 days.
!MUSHU
Whoever you are, I love you & thank you so much.
zedsDead zedsdead
I just discovered your channel and I must say, you have the exact information I need and have
been searching for. Awesome video!
Johan Reyneke
WOW!
Viceroy Auto Trans
Love the voice
Eddy Dane
Amazing, thank you!
Mag burguer
. . .Such a beautiful voice..
Mike Btrfld
Sexy voice, must be true.
Brandon Serna
Best narration voice ever. Better than Morgan what’s his name. I would listen to her
tell me about anything.
Michael venters
This was the best video I have seen in a long time. Thank you!
Derrick McAdoo
The narrator is a professional voice actress (I've distinctly heard her voice in at least one audio
book). . . .. Anyone know her name ?
Pazuzu Marduk
Her voice is calming and relaxes me
David Pursel, Snake Hunter
I could listen to this woman recite just about anything and sleep like a baby.

BERMUDA TRIANGLE
adel baquise
The speaker is a good author
A NEW AMERICA ALL NEW AGAIN!
Excellent video!!!
Maddie Lausier
Who else thought the narrator was Sigourney Weaver for a second?
Philipp Marc
Narration ❤

❤

❤

!!

Nature Breeze
Love to listen to this speaker, I watched another video of her speaking about the pyramids
and found it very interesting
Lyle Johnson
I like how open minded the videos are.
INNER EARTH
Oscar Llanos
WOW JUST WOW I COULD WATCH THIS 100 TIMES AND STILL BE INTRIGUED
Nero Rai
Thanks for uploading it again, this video is a gem of your channel.
Alan Godden
This is my favorite video, lets hope it stays up now...
Freshlystealthy45
I love how she puts a massive amount of expression in what she's discussing!
xtiantalks
This is my favorite video of yours! I'm so glad it is back.
I like how this is presented. It does not shove the hollow earth theory down your throat
as the "truth" but it does present stuff that will make you think...
PYRAMIDS
ack Harte
That’s one of the best docs I’ve seen on the pyramids . . . . .
Sarthak sharma
Wow!!! Amazing Explanation!!! Great Vid Damn!!

Couldn't have a better one possibly

